
Voc MyWay

Y11 and Y12 

General Courses 

Careers and Enterprise

Work Placements 

Certificates 

Traineeships

Uni MyWay

Y12  
4+ ATAR Courses

Y12  
FlexiTrack / UniReady

Y11 
4+ ATAR Courses

My PathWay

Select the pathway that matches your strengths and goals:

Choosing your pathway

• Uni MyWay offers personalised approaches to university entry
• Voc MyWay offers personalised entry to vocational education and training

PathWay

At Servite we personalise the learning journey for every student. We build on each student’s 
strengths and offer pathways that meet their academic and personal needs. Aligned with future 
work and study skills, at Servite we develop Researchers, Innovators and Entrepreneurs.

Learning your way



Voc MyWayUni MyWay 
FlexiTrack / UniReady

Choose a minimum of four ATAR 
courses to match your strengths 
and goals

I want a flexible pathway to university

I am a critical thinker

I have good collaborative skills

I take on teacher feedback and act on it 
to improve my learning

I manage diverse commitments outside 
of school (sport/work/community)

I have sound literacy skills and can 
achieve success in Year 11 English ATAR 

I have varied interests and usually one 
subject I am really passionate about 

I will work hard to learn and am open to 
new ideas

I like to show my learning in lots of 
different ways; discussion, writing, oral 
presentations

I sometimes find that exams are not the 
best way for me to demonstrate how 
much I have learned

I am conscientious, manage my time 
effectively and determined to achieve

I achieve success when I am given time, 
direction and support to work on a task 

I enjoy learning if it is made relevant to 
me and I understand the ‘big picture’

I have clear goals for university study

I can work independently

I am good at self regulation when 
studying, and ensure that I maximise my 
learning time

I am prepared to study three hours  
a night minimum, six days a week

I have a range of interests but particular 
strengths in one or two subjects where  
I am achieving very high grades

I cope well with exams and am able to 
demonstrate my learning this way

I enjoy higher order thinking and applying 
my knowledge across different subjects 
and to different contexts

I exercise initiative in applying thinking 
skills critically and creatively to recognise 
and approach complex problems

I always question what I see, read or hear

I am resilient, diligent and always work to 
the best of my ability 

I enjoy challenging myself against 
benchmarks

I am content and skills focused and 
always wanting to find out more

Choose a mix of ATAR and General 
courses plus FlexiTrack (Murdoch) 
and UniReady (Curtin) to match 
your strengths and goals

Choose a mix of General courses 
plus Careers and Enterprise, 
Workplace Learning and Certificates 
to match your strengths and goals

Uni MyWay 
ATAR 4+

I want to be successful in industry,  
am proactive and prepared to drive my 
career development 

I have the will, I just need to learn the skills

I am good at problem solving and 
collaborate well with my peers 

I am hardworking and able to take direction 

I am practical, like to see the job 
completed and enjoy trying ‘true to life’ 
activities 

I am entrepreneurial and am always 
thinking of how things can be done better

I like to create products that reflect my 
hard work 

I have enjoyed subjects at school where 
I have been able to be active in ‘doing’, 
‘creating’ or ‘showing’ my learning 

I would like to explore different careers, 
trades and opportunities

I am focused, persistent and committed 
to succeeding in my career

I am really motivated by completing 
projects that are important to me

I enjoy learning in a context that matches 
with my interests

My PathWay
Discover your pathway


